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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate Weather Chinese free banking contributed to stabilizing 

market order or not through analyzing the case of Tianjin’s free banking from 1912 to the 1935 
currency reform. There are conflicting two aspects in the 20th century’s Chinese free banking in 
relation to market order. One is the market disorder caused by private banks that were ruled by 
reactionary warlords. The other is the contribution for stabilizing market order as the case of the 
Four Bank Joint Treasury shows. Although the circumstance of Chinese free banking was 
completely different from ideal free banking, it can be said that spontaneous elements was crucial 
for market order and market quality under Chinese free banking. 
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Market Order and Banknotes 

(1) Theoretical Argument - Central Banking, Free Banking and Economic Order- 

At a present day, it can be said that central banking is very basis of recent financial 

institutions all over the world. Following Larry.J.Sechrest, a representative of 

follower of Hayek, 

 

A central bank is granted certain legal powers and privileges that are the means by which it 

attempts to manipulate to selected macroeconomic measures. These measures most often 

are the rate of inflation, the rate of unemployment, various market interest rate, and Gross 

National Product(GNP). The specific tools by use of which a central bank may affect the 

foregoing usually include (as in the case of the Federal Reserve) the buying and selling of 

government securities, changes in the rate of interest charged by central bank on loan to 

private depository institutions, and changes in the reserve requirements imposed on these 

institutions1. 

 

  The primary function of a central bank is to stabilize fluctuations of various 

market indicators by manipulating money supply. What’s more, in case of 

emergency, a central bank purchases securities from private banks thus supplying 

money to a financial market in order to mitigating a panic. Such function is called 

lender of last resort, which experientially becomes the foundation of modern 

financial institution. In short, it is thought that a recent central bank has crucial 

functions that contribute stabilization of market order. 

  But then, it is also thought that a central bank have sufficient power to distort 

monetary equilibrium. According to Yuu Fujiki, if a central bank acted alike others 

as one of the rational economic actor, then social optimal would not achieved2. In 

relation to this argument, some scholars are criticizing that a central bank does not 

have the incentive to achieve social optimal because a central bank cannot reach its 

optimal utility without ignoring social utilities. 

  Furthermore, White, Selgin ,Hayek, and followers of them also criticized central 

banking from the view point of respecting spontaneous market order. Steven 

Horwitz, a representative of such scholars, argues that free banking is superior to 

central banking from a standpoint of market stability and market order. Free 

banking’s most obvious features are the absence of any central monetary authority 

                                                   
1 Larry J.Sechrest, Free Banking, Westport, Connecticut: Quorum Books, 1993, p2. 
2 Yuu Fujiki,:Kinyuushijyoutotyuuouginnkou[Financial Markest and CentralBanks]: 

Touyoukeizaishinpousha, 1998. 



and the issuance of notes as well as deposit accounts by individual private banks3. 

According to his arguments, monetary order under free banking data back to the 

origin of money4.  

He said that the most important characteristic of money is so easily salable. Salable 

means that the good is desired by enough people to give the good a relatively small 

bid-ask spread. And it is the evolutionary process by which the salability of money 

is continually heightened that creates the trust that we can exchange money for 

nonmonetary goods whenever we please. Trust then, is simply a type of 

rule-following behavior5.  

In that meaning, trust makes market coordination more stable. But such 

coordination is not static but evolutionary. There are two elements of the evolution 

of monetary order besides coordination. In early stage, creativity in the form of 

merchants making their money, coordination as others do the same to lower their 

own cost and complexity as standard making and coinage facilitate monetary 

exchange. There are some monetary evolutions from such early stage to free 

banking, but a fundamental structure does not change even under highly 

sophisticated free banking. That is, monetary order evolves by spontaneous 

creativity, coordination, and complexity6. Horwitz also argues that monetary order 

enormously affects whole market order. So behaviors of private banks closely 

correlate with whole market order, although issuing note of its own could not affect 

whole market order directly. 

On the other hand, Horwitz and Sechrest criticize that central banking is a 

nonmarket, centralized approach to monetary matters. He also argues that under 

free banking, money supply is more stable than that of central banking because free 

banking builds in marginal cost of over issuing and a central bank have the 

incentive to issue excess money to increase revenue7. From a standpoint of market 

quality theory, it also seems that free banking is more plausible than central 

banking because negotiation power between note issuing bank and note holder 

should be relativized under free banking. 

Verification researches have often regarded the free banking of the United States in 

the late 19th century and the early 20th century as the validity of free banking. But 

there are a few verification researches except for Scottish cases, although so many 

countries had experienced free banking other than the United States and Scotland. 

So it can be said that further verification researches are required to analyze the 

detail of free banking. 

                                                   
3 Larry J.Sechrest, Free Banking, p3 
4 Steven Horwitz, Monetary Evolution, Free Banking and Economic Order, Boulder : 

Westview Press, 1992. 
5 Steven Horwitz, Monetary Evolution, Free Banking and Economic Order, pp.92-93. 
6 Steven Horwitz, Monetary Evolution, Free Banking and Economic Order, pp.53-58. 
7 Larry J.Sechrest, Free Banking, p16.  Steven Horwitz, Monetary Evolution, Free Banking 

and Economic Order, pp.134-141. 



China, the largest silver standard country in the early 20th century, had also 

experienced free banking from 1912 to the 1935 currency reform. In this era, other 

than the government-supported Banks, so many private banks issued banknotes of 

its own. Weather Chinese free banking could stabilize market order or not, this is 

the first question of this paper. And what was the most crucial element in free 

banking for stabilizing market order in China? Can the theory of spontaneous 

creativity, coordination, complexity embedded into the Chinese case? That’s the 

second question. In order to cleaning up these questions, it is necessary to focus on 

the 1935 currency reform using unpublished materials. 

  

(2) Argument about Chinese Currency Reform in 1935 

From the standpoint of fact-finding verification side, the purpose of this paper is to 

define how Chinese private banks had dealt with reactionary politicians in Beijing 

Government era and how Shanghai initiative extended across China altogether in 

the 1935 currency reform.  

  The 1935 currency reform made the four government-supported banknotes －

Bank of China, Bank of Communication, Central Bank of the Republic of China, 

Farmers Bank of China － exclusive currency and therefore other banknotes 

issuance were prohibited. In the 1935 currency reform, Shanghai financial circle 

took the lead in proceeding. A monopoly on the control of money supply is regarded 

as mainstay of modern state, so the 1935 currency reform has intrigued many 

scholars curiosity. Among the various riddle in the1935 currency reform, the most 

interesting to the scholars has been the surprisingly favorable enforcement of it.  

  Following accomplishment of such scholars, the success of the 1935 currency 

reform depended a lot on Nanjing national party Government. About this argument, 

there are two relative factors. First factor is over issuing problem in 1910’s~1920’s. 

Because of the fade-out of over issuing problem after the collapse of warlords, so 

many arguments perceive that liquidation of the root of over issuing owes a lot to 

Nanjing national party Government, that is, completion of Beifa. Second, Nanjing 

national party Government enforced many financial policies and diplomacies in 

early 1930’s. A series of Nanjing national party Government-leading monetary 

reform such as the 1931 Bank Law and the 1933 integration of silver coins were 

regarded as the great step to the 1935 currency reform. 

These two factors emphasize rather top-down aspects8. But, it is probable that 

bottom-up factors existed too, namely, the factors that related to the management of 

banks since the 1935 currency reform had influences on overall Chinese financial 

market and brought about dispute between politicians and bankers many times9. 

  For private banks, there were two large problems in the face of the 1935 currency 

                                                   
8 Yutaka Nozawa, Chuugokunoheiseikaikakutokokusaikannkei [The Chinese 1935 currency 

Reform and international relationship]: Tokyo University Press, 1981. 
9 Ibid. 



reform. One was abrogation of issuing banknotes. Banknotes of private banks were 

up to the largest circulation except for the four government-supported banknotes at 

this time and were profitable more or less10. The other, maybe more important, was 

to hand over their reserve silver. In the eve of the 1935 currency reform, budget 

deficit of Nanjing  national party Government was quite somber, hence private 

banks predicted the over issue after handing over their silver －in reality, the over 

issue didn’t happen and price had been getting stable－11.  

 How the conflict between government and financial circles was appeased? This 

problem was verified by Kiyonobu Okazaki. He researched the detail of the 

1934-1935 Shanghai financial depression and defined the role of private banks 

mainly in Shanghai12. But the impact of the 1935 currency reform had reached 

entire China, How the influence of Shanghai had operated upon other 

metropolitans?  

In terms of this perspective, it is thought that the actual condition of Tientsin, the 

second largest financial city and warlord’s power had been very prosperous, was 

very important to reconsider what the relations between private banks and 

reactionary politicians truly were and how the Shanghai movements had impacts 

on other cities in the 1935 currency reform.  

  Though many scholars were aware of the peculiar characteristic of Chinese 

currency system that several kinds of banknotes existed concomitantly during this 

period, yet much of them－especially Chinese scholars－have evaluated this trait in 

terms of Marxism. Thus it is regarded as one of the characteristics of 

“semi-feudalism” due to the banks obedient to reactionary politicians such as 

warlords13. Unfortunately, farther analyses seldom have been carried out since 

these types of discourses were received.  

In fact, not all banks had been dominated by reactionary government in this period 

even in early and middle 1920s－amid the prime of warlords－. Chapter 2 will 

argue that principal private banks weren’t subordinated to warlords as to banknote 

issuance in Beijing Government era, drawing balance sheet and conference report of 

Northern Four and the Four Bank Joint Treasury, which were the most dominant 

private financial institutions in northern China. Then, we’ll understand that in 

                                                   
10 Silver reserve is to 60% silver or credible banknotes and 40% credible securities. The 

40% extra capital is sometimes highly remunerative. Other than private banks of China, 

foreign banks in China had gotten splendid profit from issuing banknotes, which is 

sometimes up to 5% in their whole profits. Niv Horesh, Shanghai’s Bund and Beyond: British 

Banks, banknote issuance, and monetary policy in China 1842-1937, New Haven: Yale 

University Press, 2009. 
11 Kiyonobu Okazaki, 'Heiseikaikakutochuugokuheiseikikou[the 1935 currency reform and 

financial institution of China]', Nagoyadaigakutouyoushikennkyuuhoukoku, vol29, (2005). 
12 Ibid. 
13 Yu tong, Dai jianping, Zhongguo Jindai Shangye Yinhang Zhibishi[ Banknotes history of 
Chinese modern private banks], Hebei Jiaoyu Chubanshe, 1995. 



respect to issuance of principal private banks, Nanjing national party Government 

financial policy and political integration were not so crucial because predominant 

private banks in northern China had not came under reactionary politicians since 

Beijing Government era.  

Chapter 2 mainly explains how principal banks dealt with the intractable political 

power, and following chapter will view the realignment of private banks itself. 

Citing untapped materials, chapter 3 analyzes how the Four Bank Joint Treasury 

had changed itself from early Nanjing national party Government era to the 1935 

currency reform. 

These declassified sources mention the banknote circulation volumes on each 

branch －Shanghai, Tientsin, Hankow, Amoi－ from1922to1935 and explain the 

connection between market conditions and volumes of banknotes circulation. 

Scrutiny on these materials makes it clearer how the Shanghai initiatives related to 

other financial cities like Tientsin during this period. Through this chapter’s 

argument, we’ll recognize inter-branch －inter-region－power balance in private 

banks, that is to say, the innovation of private banks unto themselves as very 

important factor in the 1935 currency reform other than top-down factors, too. 

 

 

Chapter 1 Finance and Banknotes in northern China, 1912-1921 

 

  This chapter is intended to set the scene in which private banknote issuance 

came about in the middle of Beijing Government era. In this era, Tientsin had had 

the close relation to Beijing; the center of governance of China. In early Beijing 

Government era, the most prestigious financial institution was Bank of China. 

Bank of Communication was secondary, and government-run provincial bank such 

as Zhili provincial bank, Shandong provincial bank and Henan provincial bank 

were also predominant in Tientsin. 

  These banks had issued their own banknotes. According to ordinance of banknote, 

it was permitted to issue against 50% silver and 50% credible securities such as 

government bonds－ later, this reserve was revised into 60 % silver and 40% 

securities. Roughly speaking, outlet of these banknotes were 1, purchasing of silver 

and securities 2, withdrawal 3, loan 4, payment of salary. At this time, except for 

setting accounts,－it was necessary to pay with the silver coin, called yinyuan, in a 

clearance－banknotes were the most ordinary way to trade in a daily market owing 

to their compact size and lightness14. However, these banknotes had been at a 

discount in general because their future solvency had been still obscure compared 

with silver. 

  The 1916 and 1921 incidents had made the problem far worse. In 1916, Bank of 

                                                   
14 'Jinrong Shangye Shikuang [Financial and market conditions in trade ports]', Yinhang Yue 

Bao[The monthly magazine of banks and banking], vol2,no.1 (January 1922). 



China and Bank of Communication－especially, latter－were at the mercy of Yuan 

Shi Kai, the two banks appropriated their banknotes reserve for military budget. 

The volumes of their banknotes had also increased explosively, as a result, their 

banknotes turned into inconvertible. By 1920, the situation had been much better, 

but in November 1921, banknotes of Bank of China and Bank of Communication 

became impotent again. 

  The two bank runs made the disintegration of Chinese currency more intractable. 

A good many private banks had been established during this term. Though only a 

few private banks had issued their own banknotes by the end of 1910s, collapse of 

Bank of China and Bank of Communication－Bank of China had planed to be 

central bank－stimulated these kinds of banknotes issuance. 

  Table1.1 shows Chinese banks in Tientsin with prerogative of banknotes issuance 

at the time of 1925. We’re able to confirm several banks had owned the right to issue 

banknotes other than Bank of China and Bank of Communication. In addition to 

that, about half of these banks had had the head office in Beijing, it is easy to read 

very close relations between Tientsin and Beijing. Following statement is the citing 

of then Japanese report as to banknotes issuance in Beijing: 

 

  (1)Beijing is not the commercial area but the center of governance, so the circumstance of 

finance has differed from other metropolitans considerably. Bank runs had often happened 

due to an unrest political situation. (2)Chinese banks issue banknotes for the purpose of 

accommodating the working capital. On top of that, they give several kinds of privilege in 

extending banknotes. For example, using note, they loan at only about 5% to 6%, otherwise 

the interest will reach at as high as 15% to 16% annually. Due to such reckless policy, over 

issue is likely to happen15. 

 

  However, it had been generally middle or small scale bank that had typified this 

report. Contrary to this report－and received knowledge－ the Four Bank Joint 

Treasury, the most prestigious private financial institution as to banknotes issuance 

in Tientsin, managed itself very solidly. The following chapter explains how the 

Four Bank Joint Treasury had managed itself in the heyday of warlords. 

 

Chapter 2 Bank Management and Politicians in northern China, 1922-1928 

 

(1)Outline of Northern Four and the Four Bank Joint Treasury 

  In Republican China, Salt bank, Jincheng bank, Continental bank and South sea 

bank had been known as Northern Four－the most influential four private banks in 

Northern China. They were set up in late 1910s or early 1920s and had grown up 

rapidly partly owing to the close connection with the politicians especially in their 

                                                   
15Second department of Japanese commercial authority, Shinakinnyuujijyou[Financial 

condition of China], : 1925, p.136. 



incipient16.  

  As to banknote issuance, 1921 November bank run was critical turning point for 

Northern Four. Prior to 1922, they had adopted and used the banknote either Bank 

of China and Bank of Communication. But November 1921 bank run made them 

decided to go into the currency business and produce their own banknote17. 

  To issue banknote soundly, they established cooperatively an innovative 

risk-pooling arrangement called the Four Bank Joint Treasury. They could have 

issued the South sea banknote－although other Northern Four also could have 

issued the note－turning in silvers to the Four Bank Joint Treasury. In the Four 

Bank Joint Treasury ordinance, South sea banknote’s reserve had been supposed to 

consist of 100% silver coins18. In reality, a part of them were credible banknotes, 

nevertheless, securities, the main revenue of issuance, were not permitted to set in 

the banknote’s reserve. It meant Northern Four and the Four Bank Joint Treasury 

had more emphasized solidity of banknote than the profit of reserve securities. This 

attitude was completely different from other middle or small scale banks. 

  The Four Bank Joint Treasury set the head office in Shanghai and established the 

branches in Shanghai, Tientsin, Hankow, and later Amoi. Inter the branches; the 

circulation of working capital had been briskly as table2.1 shows. Please look at 

table2.1. The above column refers to the Four Bank Joint Treasury altogether, and 

the other is about Tientsin branch. In Tientsin branch, inter-branch call loan 

reached rather large amount. It was because Tientsin branch had been connected 

with Shanghai branch closely. 

 

(2)Banknote issuance amid the prime of warlords 

  From early 1920s to the end of Beijing Government era, a mess of currency in 

northern China was at the peak. During this period, northern provincial economy 

had always been annoyed by severe budget deficit due to the expanded military 

budget. Warlords had issued the provincial bonds and borrowed the money from 

banks sometimes with coercions19.  

Provincial banks, which had managed the provincial economy, had suffered from 

the most tremendous oppression of warlords. Provincial banks had issued 

banknotes in the face of wars, withdrawing the deposit of province or loaning for 

province. There were three predominant provincial banknotes in northern China as 

confirmed, nevertheless, the final destination of them was the same; fell into 

                                                   
16 The research department, Shanghai branch of People’s Bank of China, Jincheng 

Yinhang Ziliao [the materials collection of Jincheng bank],: People’s, Shanghai Renmin 

Chubanshe 1983, p.23. 
17 Ibid, p.85. 
18 Ibid, p.89. 
19 Guo rongsheng, Zhongguo Shengyinhang shilv [History of Chinese provincial banks],: Wenhai 

chubanshe, 1975, pp.187-189. 



inconvertibility by the end of 1928. 

Please look at table2.2. This table shows circulation volumes of Zhili provincial 

bank, Shandon provincial bank and Henan provincial banknotes. The increments of 

volumes had happened from 1924 to 1927. During this period, civil wars had 

brought about frequently because the conflict between warlords and Nanjing 

national party Government were on the climax. The provincial banknotes had been 

subsequently floating around northern China with large discounts, forming the 

chaotic disintegration of currency. 

Southsea banknotes had held no good for such a collapse. Please look at table2.3. 

This shows circulation volumes of Southsea banknotes from its foundation－1923 to 

the end of Beijing Government era,1927. Please take note of the silver reserve. In 

1923, the percentage of silver reserve was at 100% and following years’ of those 

were almost near to 100%. In addition to this, circulation volumes had increased 

modestly contrary to that of the provincial banks. It is surprising consistency taking 

the heavy pressure from warlords into consideration. 

In the composition of Jincheng bank’s －the most prestigious bank among Northern 

Four－stock holders, we’ll recognize the similar trend as the Four Bank Joint 

Treasury shows. Please look at table2.4. This table shows the type of stockholders. 

Please look at above two columns, warlords and officials, were at as high as 90% in 

all. However, the percentage of their capital had declined successively; as a result, 

in 1927 it reached at about 50%. Although it is still high amount, Jincheng bank 

had been more and more independent of these kinds of social classes. The same 

trend appears in table2.5, too. This table shows clients of Jincheng bank’s loan. 

Please look at column of military government. The percentage of this kind of loan 

had declined continually.  

That is, both the Four Banks Joint Treasury and Northern Four exhibited the same 

tendency; they managed to avoid reactionary politicians, which was in sharp 

contrast with that of the provincial bank. They were by no means under the control 

of warlords contrary to the provincial banks. 

 

 

Chapter 3 The Inter Bank’s Branch Channel and Extension of Shanghai 

Initiatives in the of the 1935 Currency Reform, 1928-1935 

 

 (1)Beijing Government’s End and the Spate of Bank Runs in Northern China 

   On 1928 June, liquidation of warlords so-called Beifa was at the end. Nanjing 

national party Government occupied Tientsin and Beijing and came to administer 

the provincial banks in northern China instead of warlords. Under the regulation of 

Nanjing national party Government, the provincial banks were reformed and their 

banknotes came to be issued not for military budget but for daily market’s needs20. 

                                                   
20 'Banks and banking news', Yinhang Yue Bao[The monthly magazine of banks and banking] 



In that sense, the role of Nanjing national party Government was surely quite 

affirmative with respect to the provincial banknote’s management.   

However, that was not true of private banks. Private Banks with note issuance 

prerogative had not necessarily been subordinated to warlords, so they had less 

brought about bank run or over issue than that of provincial banks. For them, 

Beiyang Government era was rather mild circumstance in spite of prosperous 

activities of warlords. But stagnation of economy and transfer of the capital from 

Beijing to Nanjing, these negative factors for Tientsin financial circle had had 

banknote’s holder unease. This kind of market psychology lead to a good many bank 

runs in Tientsin and Beijing especially from 1928 to193021. It is probable that 

northern China had turned into the bad state for issuing banknotes because the 

vicissitude of the Four Bank Joint Treasury had substantially corresponded to both 

the rise of Shanghai and the fall of Tientsin and Beijing. The detail is as follows. 

 

(2)The Channel in the Four Bank Joint Treasury 

   In 1927 November, banknote’s ordinance of the Four Bank Joint Treasury was 

revised due to intensification of banknotes. The most important clause in 

brand-new ordinance is that reliable bills were permitted to be taken in banknote’s 

reserve as securities. The banknote’s reserve became to consist of 60% silver and 

40% securities if circulation volumes are above 2millions and 500 thousands yuan; 

50% silver and 50% securities if circulation volumes are between 2millions and 500 

thousands yuan and 1million and 250 thousands yuan; 100% silver if circulation 

volumes are under 1million and 250 thousands yuan on each Northern Four. 

   What innovations in the Four Bank Joint Treasury did this revision of ordinance 

cause? First, the circulation of working capital became very trouble-less and easy to 

conduct. Following letter was written by the Head office of Jincheng bank to 

Jincheng Bank Shanghai branch in 1927 December.  

 

Dear Jincheng Bank Shanghai branch. At present, we have instructed Jincheng Bank 

Tientsin and Beijing branch to apply a 250 thousands yuan amount of the Republican China 

seventh long term bonds in the Four Bank Joint Treasury Shanghai branch to reserve’s 

securities in order to issue banknotes on behalf of the Four Bank Joint Treasury Tientsin 

branch. There are another 50 thousands yuan amount of the Republican China seventh long 

term bonds, which were transferred by Jincheng bank Beijing branch, so total amount is up 

to 300 thousands yuan. With respect to the receipt that received from the Four Bank Joint 

Treasury Shanghai branch, we ordered Jincheng Bank Tientsin and Beijing branch to 

submit to us after inspecting them for the sake of a credit transfer to the Four Bank Joint 

Treasury Tientsin branch22. 

                                                                                                                                                     
vol8,no.10 (October 1922). 
21 Dagongbao December11,12,13th 1928, January4th,March27,28,29

 
th,April13th 1929. 

22Shanghai archive of Republic of China’s material q264-1-725-1 The letter from the head 
office of Jincheng bank to Shanghai branch of Jingchegn bank; about credit transfers, 



 

  In this letter, Jincheng bank’s branches and the Four Bank Joint Treasury 

frequently transfers credit accounts each other using government bonds as 

securities of banknote. That is, taking securities into banknote’s reserve, circulation 

of working capital became easy to conduct. 

  Second, the amount of issuance had increased rapidly. Please look at table3.1. 

This table shows circulation volumes of the Four Bank Joint Treasury on each 

branch. Please compare the amount of Tientsin branch with Shanghai branch. After 

1928, disparity of the two branches had been far larger than before. In Tientsin, 

economic state had been stagnant, so the amount of banknote’s circulation had not 

increased even taking securities into banknote’s reserve. Amoi branch had been 

completely under the control of Shanghai branch since its foundation so the 

increase of these two branches circulation amount had lead to the predominance of 

Shanghai branch. 

 In respect to Hankow branch, it had failed into functional insufficiency due to 

political confusion. Please look at following business report about the Four Bank 

Joint Treasury Shanghai branch. 

 

In early 1930, the circulation volumes of Shanghai branch were up to 27millions and 220 

thousands yuan…at the end of year it reached 42millions and 520 thousands yuan. Among 

this amount, except for Xiaziquans 5millions and 450 thousands yuan, Northern Four in 

Shanghai had issued 27 millions and 720 thousands yuan. Proxy issuance of Hankow 

branch reached 6millions and 710 thousands yuan and issuance the Four Bank Joint 

Treasury Shanghai branch itself were up to 2millions and 640 thousands yuan23. 

 

  That is, Shanghai branch had become more and more predominant after revising 

the banknote’s ordinance in the Four Bank Joint Treasury. The channel in the Four 

Bank Joint Treasury, which became more important after the revise of banknote’s 

ordinance, had played the role of extending Shanghai branch movements across the 

Four Bank Joint Treasury altogether owing to its predominance. 

 

(3) The Four Bank Joint Treasury in the face of the 1935 Currency Reform. 

  What roles did the channel in the Four Bank Joint Treasury play in the face of the 

1935 currency reform? As mentioned in Introduction, the most important problem 

was to hand over reserve silver in respect of the 1935 currency reform. In the eve of 

the 1935 currency reform, budget deficit of Nanjing Kuomin Tang Government was 

quite somber, hence private banks predicted the over issue after handing over their 

silver. This problem had been serious especially in Tientsin where future 

                                                                                                                                                     
government bonds, loan and taxation :1927/4~1927/12. 
23Shanghai archive of Republic of China’s material q264-1-1054-8 The business report of the 
Four Bank Joint Treasury: 1931/1. 



predictions were more obscure than other cities due to Japanese invasion. 

  It seems that the predominance of Shanghai branch had appeased those kinds of 

problems through the channel in the Four Bank Joint Treasury. Please look at 

table3.2. This table shows the detail of the central bank-leading condemnation of 

silver reserve in 1935 December. In 1935 November, the silver condemnation decree 

was enforced and all silver reserves in private banks were condemned subsequently. 

Please look at the column of the Four Bank Joint Treasury Tientsin branch. The 

amount of banknotes were up to 7millions and 130 thousands, however, about one 

half of that were the deposit of Shanghai branch. It’s easy to confirm Shanghai 

branch had had large influence on Tientsin branch activities. 

 

Conclusion 

This paper has examined the detail of banknote’s issuance of private banks from 

1912 to 1935. The points are as follows. 

  First, with respect to currency integration, the role of government was nothing 

more than a part of administration. To be sure, Nanjing national party Government 

played the tremendous role of controlling notes of provincial bank, it was not true of 

private banks’ notes especially the prestigious like the Four Bank Joint Treasury on 

the contrary. Thus, it is not enough to explain currency integration of modern China 

by Nanjing national party Government-leading political integration and financial 

policies. 

  Second, when the 1935 currency reform was decreed, inter-branches channel 

played the important role of extending Shanghai movements across overall China. 

This channel existed the Four Bank Joint Treasury at least the end of 1923 and 

came to be used more frequently after 1927 November because of taking securities 

into banknote’s reserve. This kind of channel helped Shanghai movements work on 

other financial cities in the face of when the 1935 currency reform. 

  It should be noted that this channel had been formed by private banks of their 

own accord rather than Nanjing national party Government-leading administration. 

That is, deliberating surprising favorable enforcement of the 1935 currency reform, 

it should be noted that the management of private banks unto themselves were 

indispensable to it other than Nanjing national party Government-leading 

administration. 

  Evaluating these conclusions from a standpoint of theoretical arguments, it can 

be said that Chinese free banking in the first half of 20th century were completely 

different from the ideal free banking by which followers of Hayek such as Horwitz 

and Sechrest argued. In the case of china, the crucial element of over issuing was 

reactionary warlords rather than a vicious central bank.  

In the breakdown of monetary order, the Four Bank Joint Treasury started issuing 

original banknotes to avoid the effects of the reprobate political power. The Four 

Bank Joint Treasury held the far more reserves than temporary law prescribed, 

thus did not seek for profits from issuing banknotes allowing for the frequent 



currency redemption. Such note issuing policy considerably contributed to establish 

the confidence of the Four Bank Joint Treasury, thus its banknotes played a role of 

stabilizing monetary order. What’s more, the Four Bank Joint Treasury could 

properly allocate money supply through inter-branches channel. So the growth of 

the Four Bank Joint Treasury contributed to make monetary order more stable, 

thus contributed to make market order more stable. 

Synthetically, there are conflicting two aspects in the 20th century’s Chinese free 

banking in relation to market order. One is the market disorder caused by private 

banks that were ruled by reactionary warlords. The other is the contribution for 

stabilizing market order as the case of the Four Bank Joint Treasury shows. And 

according to above arguments, the crucial element for stabilizing market order in 

the 20th century’s Chinese free banking can be explained by spontaneous creativity, 

coordination, complexity, that is, creativity as issuing original banknotes, 

coordination as a confidence of the Four Bank Joint Treasury’s banknote holder, 

complexity as inter-bank channel for allocating money supply. Although the 

circumstance of Chinese free banking was completely different from ideal free 

banking, it can be said that spontaneous elements was crucial for market order and 

market quality under Chinese free banking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table1.1 Research in 1925；Chinese banks and Chinese-foreign joint capital banks     

Chinese banks 

Name of bank  Foundation  Head office Name of bank Foundation  Head office 

Zhili provincial bank 1901 Tietsin Bank of China 1904 Beijing 

National Industrial Bank 

of China 
1919 Tientsin Bank of Communication 1907 Beijing 

Jincheng bank 1917 Tientsin Salt Bank 1915 Beijing 

Continental bank 1919 Tientsin Quqnye Bank 1920 Beijing 

Dasheng Bank 1919 Tientsin 
Agricultural&Industrial 

Bank of China 
n.a Beijing 

Chung Foo Union Bank 1916 Tientsin Wuzu Commercial Bank 1918 Beijing 

Tung lu Bank 1919 Tientsin 
Agricultural&Commercial 

Bank 
1921 Beijing 

Zhiye Bank 1901 Tientsin Mengcao Bank 1923 Beijing 

TientsinCommercial Bank 1921 Tientsin Bank of Northern China 1921 Beijing 

Yujing Bank 1921 Tientsin Yongda Bank 1921 Beijing 

Daye Bank 1921 Tientsin Dacheng Bank 1921 Beijing 

Yuhua Bank 1919 Tientsin MingHwa Bank 1920 Beijing 

Bianye Bank 1920 Tientsin 
ChungHwa 

Commercial&Saving Bank 
1919 Beijing 

Industrial&Commrcial 

Bank of Shandon 
n.a Jinan SinHuaTrust&SavingBank 1914 Beijing 

Tung Lai Bank 1918 Qingdao Southsea bank 1923 Shanghai 

Chakhar bank n.a Zhangjiakou National Commrcial Bank n.a Shanghai 

Dazhong Bank n.a Chongqing 
Shanghai 

Commercial&Saving Bank 
1918 Shanghai 

Pusheng Bank of Shanxi 1913 Taiyuan Shandon bank 1913 Jinan 

Rehe Commercial Bank 1921 Rehe 
Three Northeast Provincial 

Bank 
1920 Chakhar 

Yung Hung Banking 

Corporation 
1913 Chongqing  

Chinese-foreign joint capital banks 

Zhenglong Bank 1915 Dalian Dadong Bank  1921 Beijing 

Chinese Bank of Exchange 1914 Beijing Huafa commercial Bank 1921 Beijing 

Beiyangbaoshang Bank 1908 Beijing Huafa Bank 1922 Tientsin 

Huawei Bank 1920 Beijing Lu ya Bank n.a Paris 

Zhonghuamaoye Bank 1920 Beijing Zhongfa Industrial Bank n.a Paris 

Huayi Bank n.a Shanghai   

source：Second department of Japanese commercial authority. Shinakinnyuujijyou 

[Financial condition of China]: 1925, pp.472-524. 
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Table2.1 the Four Bank Joint Treasury’s daily affair（unit＝yuan） 

The Four Bank Joint Treasury altogether 

debit 
subject 

credit 

total balance balance total 

6,478,901   Deposit for treasury   6,478,901 

Tientsin branch 

4,138,975 460,553 Deposit for treasury   3,678,422 

Source: Shanghai archive of Republic of China’s material q265-1-368-107 The business report of 

business department of Four Bank Joint Treasury: 1923. 

 

Table2.2 Banknotes of Zhili, Shandon, Henan Provincial Bank（unit＝yuan） 

province 1913 1923,September 1924 1927 

Zhili 6,400 711,100 1,242,000 8,493,100 

Shandon 4,800,000   5,000,000 20,000,000 

Henan 2,200,000   2,350,000   

source：jinguosai, Zhonguo Bingzhi Wenti[The problem of Chinese currency institution], Syomuinnsyokan,1929, pp.114-118, 

pp.126-127. Tianjin material archives，Tianjin social science research center history sector，Tianjin commerce and 

industry union, Tianjin Shanghui Dangan Huipian[Material Collection of Chamber of Tianjin Merchant 1 1912-1928], Tianjin 

Renmin Chubanshe, 1992, p.1073, p.1160. 

 

 

Table2.3 Vicissitude of Southsea banknotes（unit＝yuan） 

year total percentage silver percentage securities Percentage 

1923 14,071,540 100.00% 14,071,540 100.00% 0 0.00% 

1924 12,743,850 100.00% 12,674,820 99.46% 69,030 0.54% 

1925 14,514,057 100.00% 13,841,208 95.36% 672,849 4.64% 

1926 15,420,762 100.00% 14,823,331 96.13% 597,431 3.87% 

1927 17,330,379 100.00% 16,733,365 96.56% 597,014 3.44% 

source：The research department, Bank of China, Zhongguo Zhongyaoyinhang Zuijingshinian Yingyegaikuang 

Yanjiu[ An analysis of the accounts of the principal Chinese banks] :1933、p.295 
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Table2.4 Stock holders of Jincheng bank（unit＝yuan） 

  

1917 1919 1922 1927 

amount per amount per amount per amount Per 

Warlords 270,000 54.00% 727,000 36.35% 1,554,500 31.09% 2,104,900 30.07% 

Officials 182,000 36.00% 915,000 45.75% 1,581,200 31.69% 1,430,000 20.43% 

Bankers 41,500 8.38% 270,000 13.50% 564,800 11.30% 851,200 12.16% 

Employees 

of Jincheng 

bank 

        109,300 2.19% 898,500 12.84% 

Merchants 1,500 0.30% 68,000 3.40% 774,200 15.48% 849,900 12.14% 

Compradors 5,000 1.00% 15,000 0.75% 257,100 5.14% 501,300 7.16% 

Others     5,000 0.25% 158,900 3.18% 364,200 5.20% 

total 500,000 100% 2,000,000 100% 5,000,000 100% 7,000,000 100% 

source：The research department, Shanghai branch of People’s Bank of China, Jincheng Yinhang Ziliao [The materials 

collection of Jincheng bank]: Shanghai Renmin Chubanshe, 1983, p.23. 

 

 

Table2.5 Clients of Jincheng bank’s loan（unit＝yuan） 

 

1919 1923 1927 

amount per amount per amount per 

Total 5,563,674 100% 13,334,893 100% 27,386,314 100% 

Industry 834,340 15% 4,259,080 31.94% 6,996,253 25.55% 

Commerce 1,757,400 31.59% 2,538,616 19.04% 4,316,242 15.76% 

Individuals 981,414 17.46% 2,899,172 21.74% 6,662,114 24.33% 

Railways 217,840 3.91% 801,824 6.01% 4,009,612 14.64% 

Military 

government 
1,731,529 31.12% 2,176,433 16.32% 3,932,498 14.36% 

others 41,151 0.74% 659,768 4.95% 1,469,595 5.36% 

source：The research department, Shanghai branch of People’s Bank of China, Jincheng Yinhang Ziliao [The materials 

collection of Jincheng bank]: Shanghai Renmin Chubanshe, 1983, p.155. 

 


